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Abstract

This paper describes Scorpio, the ILLC-
UvA Adaptation System submitted to the
IT-DOMAIN translation task at WMT
2016, which participated with the lan-
guage pair of English-Dutch. This sys-
tem consolidates the ideas in our previous
work on latent variable models for adapta-
tion, and demonstrates their effectiveness
in a competitive setting.

1 Introduction

ILLC-UvA participated in the WMT 2016 Shared
Task of Machine Translation for the Information
Technology (IT) Domain. In this paper, we briefly
describe our system, which was submitted for the
language pair of English–Dutch. Our system uses
simple latent domain variable models for adapta-
tion proposed in Cuong and Sima’an (2014b) and
Cuong and Sima’an (2014a). More specifically,
we enhance a standard phrase-based baseline sys-
tem (Koehn et al., 2007) with adapted translation
models and language models.

We equip these models with a latent domain
variable and adapt them to an in-domain task rep-
resented by a seed corpus. We do not adapt the re-
ordering models as we find reordering adaptation
does not help much for this language pair. Several
additional adapted features proposed in Cuong
and Sima’an (2015) and Cuong et al. (2016)
are also deployed, including domain-specific and
domain-invariant translation features.

Despite the simplicity of our adaptation mod-
els, our results show effective adaptation perfor-
mance for the task. This system consolidates the

ideas in our previous work of latent variable mod-
els for adaptation, and shows their effectiveness in
a competitive setting.

2 Data

We use all the training data provided by the orga-
nizers. Table 1 summarizes the data.

English-Dutch
In-
Domain

Sents 211K
Words 1.69M 1.65M

General-
Domain

Sents 1.95M
Words 52.60M 52.95M

Internal
Dev

Sents 1800
Words 41.35K 42.06K

Internal
Test

Sents 200
Words 6.4K 6.3K

Table 1: Data Preparation.

More specifically, we use the European Parlia-
ment (Europarl) parallel corpus (Koehn, 2005) as
general-domain data. We use the corpora of IT-
related terms from Wikipedia and Localization PO
files as the in-domain data. For training Dutch lan-
guage models we use the monolingual Dutch side
of Europarl, together with in-domain data.

We split the provided development data (2K
sentence pairs) into two different internal datasets:

• A dev set of 1800 sentence pairs used for sys-
tem optimization.

• A test set of 200 sentence pairs used for eval-
uation.

Preprocessing

All the data is preprocessed before training. For
preprocessing we remove all sentences that have
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more than 80 tokens. The data is tokenized and
lowercased using the standard Moses toolkit (tok-
enizer.perl and lowercase.perl). A recaser is also
built for postprocessing the system output. Fi-
nally, the standard Moses detokenizer script is
used to detokenize the output.

For the submission, we also apply a few addi-
tional rules that we believe would help recasing
and detokenization, such as:1

• “ ’s”→ ”’s” (We remove spaces before ’s.)

• “> a” → “> A”, “> b” → “> B”, etc. (We
uppercase the first character after > .)

• If the target sentence contains the string “> ”
(which has a space) but the source sentence con-
tains only “>” (which does not have a space),
we replace all “> ” with “>”.

Despite those additional efforts, we found there
is still (1): a huge difference in final performance
between BLEU case-insensitive and BLEU case-
sensitive; (2): a quite big difference between
BLEU scores on the final test set and our (ad-
mittedly small) validation set. This suggests that
there is still lots of room for improving our final
translations with better de-tokenization. However,
this was not the focus of our submission.

3 System Description

We first train a baseline with standard phrase-
based system, using all the parallel data, i.e. the
concatenation of in-domain and general-domain
data. The system includes MOSES (Koehn et
al., 2007) baseline feature functions, plus eight
hierarchical lexicalized reordering model feature
functions (Galley and Manning, 2008). The train-
ing data is first word-aligned using GIZA++ (Och
and Ney, 2003) and then symmetrized with grow(-
diag)-final-and (Koehn et al., 2003). We limit the
phrase length to a maximum of seven words.

Somewhat surprisingly, we find that increasing
the maximum number of words for phrases from
three to seven significantly improves the baseline
on the adaptation task. We believe this is quite
important. It suggests that for validating domain
adaptation methods over a phrase-based system,

1However, we are not sure whether these “heuristics”
rules are correct or not, as there is no way to verify them.

the system itself should be built over phrases with
a reasonable maximum length (e.g. seven words).

We use the phrase extraction component from
Stanford Phrasal (Cer et al., 2010), instead of the
phrase extraction component included in Moses.
Our experience has been that this usually produces
better translation accuracy, making the baseline
stronger.

Note that we do not filter any phrases. All
phrases generated from the word alignments are
kept. In this way, instead of discarding phrases
with small translation probabilities, we keep all
of them and assign a fixed and small translation
probability of 0.0001 in such cases.

To tune the system, we use the k-best batch
MIRA (Cherry and Foster, 2012). Finally, we use
MOSES as a decoder (Koehn et al., 2007).

Our Dutch language models are interpolated 4-
grams with Kneser-Ney smoothing, estimated us-
ing KenLM (Heafield et al., 2013).

In the following, we denote features from the
baseline system as Concatenation. To improve
the baseline, we enhance the system with addi-
tional adaptation models that are trained by uti-
lizing the in-domain data. The following sections
will describe our methods in detail.

3.1 Biasing translation models

Given the general-domain corpus and the small
in-domain corpus, we first bias the learning of
translation models over the general-domain cor-
pus, with guidance from the in-domain data that
directly represents the task. We use simple latent
domain variable model for adaptation proposed in
(Cuong and Sima’an, 2014b; Cuong and Sima’an,
2014a). There are four translation models we aim
to learn here, specifically two translation models
and two lexical weightings. More technical de-
tail can be found in (Cuong and Sima’an, 2014b;
Cuong and Sima’an, 2014a).

Along with our biased translation models
(Weighted), we also train translation models
directly on the provided in-domain data (In-
domain). Note that our biased translation models
are sharp in terms of having low entropies in trans-
lation distributions. Meanwhile, the translation
statistics we induce from the in-domain are even
sharper. Meanwhile, the translation statistics we
induce from the in-domain are even sharper. Our
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experience suggests the statistics induced from in-
domain data still incrementally contributes to the
adaptation.

We combine all three different types of trans-
lation models together. The combination is op-
timized over the (internal) development set using
linear combination (Sennrich, 2012).

To have an idea what the combining weights
look like, Table 2 presents results for four trans-
lation features, i.e. the translation models (TM)
and lexical weights (LEX) in both directions (en-
nl and nl-en).

Combining weights for translation features
Concat. Weighted In-Domain

TM en-nl 0.002 0.724 0.274
Lex en-nl 0.001 0.594 0.405
TM nl-en 0.002 0.755 0.243
Lex nl-en 0.001 0.573 0.426

Table 2: Combining weights

We see that most of the adaptation is credited
to the models trained with biased weighting. The
models trained on the in-domain data still partially
contributes to the adaptation. On the other hand,
the model trained on the simple concatenation of
the data does not contribute much.

3.2 Biasing language models

Along with biasing the translation models, we
find it useful to bias the language models as well.
With similar simple latent domain variable mod-
els (but in this case, trained on target side data
only), we learn the relevance of each sentence
with respect to the target domain. We train 3-
gram language models with relevance weights. To
avoid overfitting, we find that it is necessary to ap-
ply an expected smoothing approach in training.
We choose expected Kneser-Ney smoothing tech-
nique (Zhang and Chiang, 2014) as it is simple
and achieves state-of-the-art performance on the
language modeling problem.

Note that we also train a 3-gram language
model directly on the provided in-domain data,
as well as another one trained on the concatena-
tion of in- and general- domain data. This results
in three different language models, similar to the
three translation models we trained above. They
are treated as separate dense features for our sys-
tem.

We provide the combining weights (after tun-
ing) in Table 3, in order to demonstrate the relative
importance of the different language models.

Tuning weights for language modeling features
Concatenation Weighted In-Domain
0.0336 0.0397 0.009

Table 3: Optimized weights for language models

All language models incrementally contribute
to the adaptation performance. The model that
trains with biased weighting contribute most.
Meanwhile, the model trained on the concatena-
tion of all data also contributes significantly to the
adaptation performance. The model trained on the
in-domain data, however, contributes least, proba-
bly because its size is relatively small.

3.3 Biasing reordering models
We also try adapting reordering models with the
same technique. This, however, does not lead to
much improvement, at least for the language pair
we deployed. We thus drop this direction.

3.4 Additional adaptation features
Following (Cuong and Sima’an, 2015), we find
it useful to exploit the word-level feature derived
from IBM model 1 score (Och et al., 2004). Note
that adding word-level features from both trans-
lation sides does not help much, as observed by
(Och et al., 2004). We thus add only one from
a translation side. More technical detail can be
found in Cuong and Sima’an (2015).

Finally, we found it useful to add domain-
invariant translation features for SMT. Specifi-
cally, we push the system to make safer choices,
preferring domain-invariant translations which
work well across latent domains, over risky
domain-specific alternatives. More technical de-
tail can be found in Cuong et al. (2016). The im-
provement we achieve, however, is quite modest
compared to what we achieve by utilizing the in-
domain data. Nonetheless, we believe this is very
natural, as the most effective adaptation method
always comes from providing more in-domain
data.

4 Results

Our baseline, as described earlier, is created from
the concatenation of all parallel data provided
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by the organizer. The language models are also
trained by concatenating all monolingual data pro-
vided by the organizer. The baseline has 17 trans-
lation and language modeling features in total.
Meanwhile, our system has 23 features (17 + 6
adapted features).

Table 4 and 5 present translation results on the
internal dev and test sets respectively, with BLEU
(Papineni et al., 2002), METEOR (Denkowski
and Lavie, 2011), TER (Snover et al., 2006) and
finally BEER (Stanojević and Sima’an, 2014).

English-Dutch
System BLEU METEOR TER BEER
Baseline 28.1 28.7 53.3 18.4
Scorpio 30.1 29.9 51.6 20.9

Table 4: Results on Dev set

English-Dutch
System BLEU METEOR TER BEER
Baseline 34.5 32.9 45.3 24.7
Scorpio 36.8 34.5 43.1 28.7

Table 5: Results on Test set

Note that these results are case-insensitive,
without the post-processing steps for detokeniz-
ing/recasing sentences as described above.

Despite the simplicity of the adaptation mod-
els, our experiments suggest efficient adaptation
performance for the task. The adaptations consis-
tently improve all measures by more than 1 point,
occasionally much more.

5 Conclusion

We have described our ILLC-UvA adaptation sys-
tem (Scorpio) at WMT’16 IT-DOMAIN Task.
Relying on simple latent domain variable mod-
els proposed in our previous work (Cuong and
Sima’an, 2014b; Cuong and Sima’an, 2014a),
the system shows promising performance for the
adaptation task.
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